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2° PRESS RELEASE 

 

STRATAGAME transnational meeting in Catania 

On 13th and 14th May 2019  STRATAGAME project partners met in Catania for the 2th  transnational 

meeting , organized by Italian partner Medoro.  13 people attended the meeting representing the seven 

partners from Romania, Italy, Spain, Poland and Turkey.  

During the meeting, conducted by the representative of the Romanian leader CDA Oana Brinzan, the 

situation was discussed with reference to the activities of communication and dissemination and above all 

to the activities related to the realization of the first important output of the project, the soft skills 

diagnostic tool ,  just tested by VET learners and VET teachers from the countries participating in the 

project. The partnership expressed great satisfaction for the quality and punctuality of the work carried 

out so far. The next steps were then established regarding the creation of the final version of the 

diagnostic tool (expected in July)  and the construction of the second output, the interactive online game 

developing soft skills of young people. 

Finally, the representatives of  Cannizzaro Institute, Medoro's associated partner school, were  guests of 
the meeting.  Prof. Longheo and  Prof .Duro  presented the Institute's activities, explained the contents of 
their involvement in the project , particularly indicating the positive and improvable aspects of the tested 
soft skills diagnostic tool,  and finally expressed great satisfaction for the fruitful collaboration with 
Medoro. 
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Med.O.R.O. scarl, Italy 

www.medoroscarl.eu 
 

Markeut Skills Sociedad 
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http://meuskills.eu/ 
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